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The Brand Review

Background 

Brand History 

Smartwool is an American Apparel company that makes eponymous products 
primarily from treated merino wool. Smartwool is also claimed to have 
moisture-wicking performance and odor-reducing, anti-microbial properties; it 
is thus marketed primarily as performance apparel.

• Smartwool is an American company founded by New England ski instructors Peter 
and Patty Duke in Steamboat Springs, Colorado in 1994. 

• In 2005 The Timberland Company acquired Smartwool and in 2011 Smartwool 
became a subsidiary of VF Corporation upon VF Corporation’s acquisition of The 
Timberland Company.



Opportunity 

Competitors 

• In recent years, the hiking and outdoor activities industries have grown exponentially. The global hiking gear and equipment 
market size was estimated at USD 4.5 billion in 2019. During the pandemic, the people’s activities have changed without 
concerts, gyms, and other mass gathering events. Instead, some safer activities, such as hiking, Ice skating, Snowboarding, 
Snowshoeing, and other outdoor activities which do not require close contact with people. Rising consumer health 
consciousness and consumers will likely be more encouraged to participate in outdoor recreational activities, which can 
encourage the development of the outdoor equipment industry. Besides, comfortable, and durable outdoor equipment has 
become the primary consideration for consumers. Smartwool’s technic fabric is perfectly positioned amid this demand.

 
• Smartwool mainly uses social media and websites to announce their adventures moment, and sustainable development, but 

misses announce the comfort that their products provide for their outdoor activities. we want to more focus on our product 
features, not just sustainable stories, adventure moments, or athlete’s stories. We want to tell consumers that our technical 
fabrics can provide consumers with comfort and confidence when they are in any outdoor environment.

• Icebreaker

• Cabot Hosiery Mills Inc.

• Bombas



Brand Perception

Tone & Brand Vision 

• We want to support sustainable development while creating a climate-positive way of doing business.
• We want to empower wellness for all through access to a healthy planet.
• Smartwool is an industry innovator, the company reincarnated a classic outdoor material in bold new ways. 

Now it’s finding new ways to make it work with other materials.
• We are an environmentally friendly industry that supports sustainable development, and we strive to 

accomplish this feat through making a better product. 
• “Stay warm, dry, and Happy with this Outdoor Gear.” 
• Smartwool’s new Merino Sport Fleece combines the appealing benefits of fleece along with windproof and 

waterproof properties to give you a do-everything top. 
• It features a Merino wool lining on the inside for that comfortable next-to-skin feel, while the synthetic outer 

layer provides stretch and protection from the elements.
• “It may seem odd to wear wool socks in the summer, but merino wool wicks away moisture, regulates 

temperature, and resists odor, making it a great fabric for all weather.”
• “It is expensive, but it seems to be excellent value for money.”

Adventure, Enjoy, Confortable, Confidence



Current Art Direction



Strategy 

Convince...... That...... By...... Because......

The Outdoor enthusiasts 
(25-55), enjoy outdoor 
activities, eager to explore 
and adventure.

Smartwool can provide 
consumers with comfort and 
confidence when they are in 
any outdoor environment.

Create a campaign that highlights the 
thermal fabrics are bringing a lot of 
benefits to users. The campaign is data 
driving, through the direct product 
attributes to connect with the target 
audience.

comfortable, and durable 
outdoor equipment has 
become the primary 
consideration for 
consumers. 



TA

Smartwool’s target audience is between 25 - 55. These people spend at least one hour per week outdoor. They Participated in 
a traditional or non-traditional outdoor activity at least once in the past year. and they Purchase apparel, footwear, equipment, 
and/or technology for outdoor activities. Most of them have kids at home, and they believe they are raising the next generation of 
outdoor consumers. Most believe it is natural for kids to spend time outdoors and that they encourage their kids to do so for their 
health and well-being.

Primary: 
Age: 45-55
HH composition: Homeowner
HH Income: under $50,000-$74,999
Vehicle: Ford F150 Raptor 
Urban/Rural: Rural

Secondary/Potential:
Age: 25-45
HH composition: Homeowner/2-Bedroom Apartment
HH Income: under $50,000-$74,999
Vehicle: Second-hand Toyota Tacoma 
Urban/Rural: Urban

(Target Audience Profile Report)



Copy options

Go farther and experience more.
Warm all the way.
Feel confident no matter where you venture.
Wonderful world, wonderful experience.
Wherever. Be Together. / Whenever. Be Together.
Smartwool, Smart choice, wonderful experience.
Smartwool, Smart fabric, Smart choice.
Find your adventure experience in Smartwool.
Make the most of your experience. Ignore cold.
Make the most of your adventure. Smartwool.
Go ahead, no matter how terrible environment.
Adventure Smarter. Experience Smarter.
What experience will be like is up to you. You get to choose what kind of day you will have.

Using merino wool, we’ve created the existing softest, temperature regulating, 
thermal gathering, Sweat-wicking, Odor-neutralizing socks. Now, feel confident no 
matter where you venture.
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Mood Board



Art Direction Process

Justapose.JS Tool: https://juxtapose.
knightlab.com/
Juxtapose helps storytellers compare two 
pieces of similar media, including photos, 
and GIFs. It’s ideal for highlighting then/now 
stories that explain slow changes over time 
(growth of a city skyline, regrowth of a forest, 
etc.) or before/after stories that show the 
impact of single dramatic events (natural 
disasters, protests, wars, etc.).

#1



Inspiration: Footprint on wet sand.#2



Inspiration: Adventure diary & note#3



Inspiration: Adventure diary & note#4



Direct Mail Idea #1



Direct Mail Idea #2
Inspiration: Peel off Card & Gift



Direct Mail Idea #3
Inspiration: Provide sample & Coupon



DELIVERABLE

OOH Ads

Social Media Ads

Postcards

Direct Mail
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